TECHNICAL MEETING
ICC BANKING COMMISSION | 7–10 OCTOBER 2019
PARIS, FRANCE
HSBC Avenue des Champs-Elysées

VENUES

7-8 OCTOBER - Task Force Meetings
ICC Headquarters
33-43 avenue du Président Wilson, 75116 Paris, France

9 OCTOBER - Plenary Meeting
HSBC Champs Elysées
109 avenue des Champs Elysées, 75008 Paris, France

10 OCTOBER - ICC France Event
HSBC Champs Elysées
109 avenue des Champs Elysées, 75008 Paris, France

PLEASE CONSULT THE INTERACTIVE MAP TO PLAN YOUR ITINERARY ONLINE
Air Travel
Paris has two main airports, Charles De Gaulle and Orly. If you are flying from outside Europe, you will most likely fly to/from Charles De Gaulle (CDG).

Transportation

PARIS BY TRAIN
Paris can be reached by train in a matter of hours from elsewhere in France, and all major European cities. All stations bring you right into the heart of the city. Centrally located and each with specific destinations, they offer connections with the public transport network (metro, RER, bus).
For more information, please visit SNCF.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT WITHIN PARIS
Paris has a very functional network of public transportation (metro, light and heavy rail and bus system). There is also the possibility to rent public bikes. You have access to maps and information at every station.
For more information, visit RATP.

Taxis
If you would like to take a taxi from either airport or train station, download the Uber application on your smart phone or hail a taxi which is readily available at the street level. You may also reserve a private car to take you to your destination.

Currency
France uses the Euro, check the conversion rate with your currency before your trip. ATM machines are available throughout the city, but your local bank could impose international transaction fees. Be sure to contact your bank for more details.

Time Zone
Paris is on Greenwich Mean Time (GMT + 2). If you are unsure of the time difference compared to your country, please consult this time zone converter.

Weather
October in Paris tends to be rainy and around 17 degrees Celsius. See Paris’s monthly averages for more details.

Security
In the event of an emergency, please dial 112. For all other security related questions or concerns, please consult the Police Nationale website.
Depending on your nationality, purpose and duration of your visit, you may need a visa to travel to France. Please visit the French government website to check if you need a visa.
We are able to issue visa invitation letters to support your visa application only after receiving your registration confirmation. Please be aware that the process might take up to 3 months.

Please contact Laura Straube (laura.straube@iccwbo.org) with the following information to request a visa invitation letter:

1. Given Name(s):
2. Surname:
3. Nationality:
4. Passport Number:
5. Date of issue of the passport:
6. Place of issue of the passport:
7. Expiry Date:
8. Date of Birth:
9. Residing in:

Please note- PDF copies of the letter will be sent directly to you—they will not be sent to the consulate. It is your responsibility to send the letter and your complete application to your chosen consulate.

To start your visa application process electronically, click here.
CANCELLATION POLICY

Please note that ICC reserves the right to cancel this meeting or to make minor alterations to the content and timing of the programme or to the identity of the speakers. ICC will not, however, be held responsible for any related expense incurred by the participant.

DATA PROTECTION INFORMATION

The information requested in this form is collected by ICC, data controller, for registration purposes. The data is stored in an ICC database for the use of ICC. Fields marked with asterisks are mandatory. Under the French Act on Data Processing, Data Files and Individual Liberties (Loi informatique et liberté) of 6 January 1978, you have the right to query access, amend or object to the processing of your personal data on legitimate grounds, as well as the right to provide indications as to your data's fate after death by sending an email to dataprotection@iccwbo.org or writing to the International Chamber of Commerce, ICC DPO, 33-43 avenue du Président Wilson 75116 Paris, France, along with a copy of an identity document (ID).

DISCLAIMER

The photos and audiovisual recordings taken at this meeting may be used and published by ICC, its subsidiaries or affiliates, for informational or promotional purposes in printed materials or online, including on ICC websites and in social media. Participation in the meeting implies agreement to such use of photos or audiovisual recordings in which the participant may appear unless ICC receives written notification to the contrary.
ACCOMMODATIONS

For all hotels listed below, please mention “ICC” when **MAKING YOUR RESERVATION VIA EMAIL OR PHONE.**

**Shangri-La Hotel (Palace)**
**Address:** 10 avenue d’Iena
75116 Paris
**E:** reservations.slpr@shangri-la.com
[Website]

**ICC ROOM RATES**
Superior: 490 € - Deluxe: 600 € - Premium: 650 €
*above rates exclusive of breakfast and city tax

**Sofitel Hotel Baltimore**
**Address:** 88 bis Avenue Kleber
75116 Paris
**T:** +33 1 44 34 53 72  **F:** +33 1 44 34 54 75
**E:** h2789-sl1@accord.com
[Website]

**ICC ROOM RATES**
*includes breakfast
*above rates exclusive of city tax
ACCOMMODATIONS

For all hotels listed below, please mention “ICC” when MAKING YOUR RESERVATION VIA EMAIL OR PHONE.

Hotel West End
Address: 7 Rue Clement Marot
75008 Paris
T: +33 1 47 20 30 78  F: +33 1 47 20 34 42
E: contact@hotel-west-end.com
Website

ICC ROOM RATES
Standard: 255 € - Superior: 270 € - Executive: 290 €
*includes breakfast
*above rates exclusive of city tax

Villa des Ambassadeurs
Address: 6 Rue du Bouquet de Longchamp
75116 Paris
E: contact@villadesambassadeurs.com
Website

ICC ROOM RATES
Single: 125 € - Twin: 135 €
Double: 135 € - Executive: 145 €
*includes breakfast
*above rates exclusive of city tax

Plan your itinerary using this map [online](#).
SUGGESTED RESTAURANTS

La Maison de l’Aubrac
French (Organic Steak)
Address: 7 Rue Marbeuf, 75008 Paris
T: +33 1 43 59 05 14
Website

Jacopo
Modern French
Address: 5 bis Rue Vernet, 75008 Paris
T: +33 1 42 89 20 22
Website

Restaurant l’Alsace
Traditional French
Address: 39 Av. des Champs-Élysées, 75008 Paris
T: +33 1 53 93 97 00
Website

Pizza Vesuvio
Italian – Pizza
Address: 25 Rue Quentin-Bauchart
75008 Paris
Tel: +33 1 47 23 60 26
Website
SUGGESTED RESTAURANTS

Étoile Marocaine
Moroccan
Address: 56 Rue Galilée, 75008 Paris
T: +33 1 47 20 44 43
Website

Miss Ko
Japanese Fusion
Address: 49-51 Avenue George V
75008 Paris
T: +33 1 53 67 84 60
Website
LEISURE TIME

WHAT TO DO?

GUIDED TOURS?